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Modern day
management rights:

A rewarding
business model

Make the change to Capitol. Contact us today.
team@capitolbca.com.au | 1300 55 10 19 | www.capitolbca.com.au
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The emergence of management
rights in Australia
The management rights
industry generates $55.5
billion to the Australian
economy annually and
that number is only rising
as more Australians
embrace high density
living options in both
the long-stay residential
and short-stay tourism
accommodation sectors.
The Australian Resident
Accommodation Managers
Association (ARAMA) continues
to play a critical role in promoting
the concept of owner-operated
management rights as the most
effective method of serving
the interest of unit owners,
bodies corporate (or owners
corporation), tourists and
tenants, and optimising the
industry’s growth and reform.

It is important to appreciate
the steps taken by pioneers
in the early days and the
achievements over the five
decades since that have
established the management
rights industry as key economic
contributor in the 2020’s.

The early days
Going back 50 years, ‘flats’ were
owned by the building owner
with a small number of units
available for casual rental on a
‘walk-up’ basis. Together with
a number of motel owners,
the Accommodation Owners

Association (AOA) was soon
formed on the Gold Coast.
At that time, units could be
rented per day or night and
motels came with a daily service
including breakfast. They both
included a shared laundry and
the owner was generally also the

The PROPERTY BRIDGE team are proud
to extend our ongoing support to
ARAMA as the Management Rights
industry’s peak body.

SPECIALIST EXPERIENCE IN MANAGEMENT RIGHTS

Over 40 years of service
to the Management Rights
industry, providing assistance in:

We acknowledge the valuable advocacy
work ARAMA undertakes on
behalf of our industry.
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office manager, maintenance
person and cleaner.
Marketing consisted of an
A-frame sign on the footpath
and tourists could be found
driving around and “walking in”
to check rates and availability.
Right from these early days, the
success of management rights
was closely linked with the
growth and prosperity of tourism.
One operator, a New Zealander,
Stewart Anderson, who operated
the largest property in Orchid Ave
with 15 units, attracted not only
single tenancies but also groups.
Various tour operators
were approached to send
representatives to sell their
bus and boat tours and would
meet guests around the pool
or BBQ area to sell their tours.
They wrote out the admission
ticket in their book and took
the payment from guests on the
spot, leaving the commission
with the accommodation owner.
ARAMA life member Dave
Ruxton, who was chairman
of the AOA at that time, met
with Trans Australia Airlines
(TAA) to strike a deal partnering
the accommodation offering

with select air packages. The
airline was interested in the
new concept of fully selfcontained accommodation,
and 10 operators committed
to participate in the package
deal. It was a milestone step
recognising the professionalism
of the industry as TAA
launched the program.
“Our little group was doing
quite well from the package
and the airline was happy.
Then they contacted me to see
if I could get more properties
to participate and I rang
around and had no trouble
getting new recruits given how
well we were all doing from
the packages,” said Dave.
“Ansett heard about the
program’s success and asked
if they could participate and
soon both airlines had package
prices for the group.”
“We eventually had about 96
properties signed up including
all of the bigger properties on
the Gold Coast at that time.
It brought good revenue to
participating properties, and
they had to be AOA members
to gain access to it.”

What unit
owners say…
A survey conducted
by Deloitte Australia
highlights the key
benefits of onsite
rental management
in the context of
management rights.
The major findings show that
more than 75 percent of lot
owners surveyed estimate
that onsite letting agents
generate higher yields than
offsite letting agents and
that more than 97 percent of
respondents estimate that
onsite caretaking directly
reduces costs for owners.
The most common area
in which an onsite letting
agent added value to the
owner was in their intimate
knowledge of the complex,
according to the survey
findings. 96 Percent of
the respondents said this
enabled onsite letting
agents to be proactive

in addressing their
concerns as an owner.
An on-site letting agent
is available for 24-hour
assistance with first-hand
knowledge of the complex
and surrounding areas
allowing them to respond
to enquiries or issues
immediately. In shortstay accommodation,
this results in increased
customer return rate and
higher occupancy, and in
long-stay this encourages
longer tenancies and
fewer rental breaches.
Furthermore, with a financial
and vested interest in
keeping costs down, on-site
letting agents strive for
the most cost-effective
means of undertaking
various caretaking
functions compared to
outsourced alternatives.
Their robust knowledge of
the property places them
in the best position to
ensure its condition and
appearance are maintained
at the highest level.

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANTS
Est 2000

management rights income verification
management rights trust account auditing
preparation of bank review / re-finance figures
erika has been proudly associated with the management rights
industry for over 25 years
phone 61 7 5575 9649
fax 61 7 5578 7219

mobile 04 1184 1868
email erikathomas@bigpond.com

www.managementrightsauditor.com.au
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“Properties also had to be good
enough to be included in the
package. In the very early days,
properties were very small,
and flats were often a house
divided into three flats or a high
built house filled in underneath
to form a couple of units.
“This was a very lucrative
package and members were
prepared to update whatever
was suggested to stay in it.
Our members worked well
together, and it created the
desire of the owners to keep
their property in good shape.”
By the 80s and 90s, tourism
blossomed with the AOA’s
central reservations letting
pool now representing nearly
every major building with
a membership of 120.

The formation
of ARAMA
The management rights
industry as we know it today
reflects the early commitment
of its Gold Coast pioneers to
structure an orderly industry,
which has such a diversity and
complexity of stakeholders.
In addition to its relationship

Management rights have been operating in one form or
another for more than 50 years, developing a significant
and successful operating track record in line with the
growth of the community and strata title industry...

with tourism, the development
of the industry reveals the
practical nature of the work
undertaken by resident
managers on-site and that
success requires understanding
and cooperation by a range
of service providers and
industry operators to attract
not only visitors but also
investors, ensuring the
facilities and services that
make an Australian holiday
are readily available.
In 1992 the Queensland
Resident Accommodation
Managers Association (QRAMA)
was founded in response to
a growing industry on the
Gold Coast and Sunshine

Coast, as representation
in the review of legislation,
and so that restricted letting
agents were able to sustain
their commercial position
within the old Building Units
and Group Titles legislation.
As legislation was reviewed
and updated to meet the
rapid growth in density living,
the new Body Corporate and
Community Management Act
(BCCM) initiated major industry
reforms in 1994 and 1997 saw
the creation of a range of
accommodation modules.
As Australians further
embraced high density living
and the industry continued

to grow rapidly, QRAMA
became ARAMA in 2007 and
the NSW Association was
founded to ensure the national
agenda was addressed.
ARAMA CEO Trevor Rawnsley
said the management rights
industry as we know it today
wouldn’t exist if it were not
for the efforts of the early
movers and shakers.
“Management rights have
been operating in one form
or another for more than 50
years, developing a significant
and successful operating track
record in line with the growth
of the community and strata
title industry,” said Rawnsley.

Professional & friendly service
Over 30 years finance experience
Accommodation funding Specialists

Red

Proud supporters of ARAMA and the
Accommodation
F Iindustry,
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N C
service with a personal touch.
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Nick Smith - 0450nick@redtenfinance.com.au
179 677
www.redtenfinance.com.au nick@redtenfinance.com.au
0450 179 677
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“What we must all be reminded
of and grateful for, are the
actions taken by pioneers of
the tourism industry who got
together to create a cohesive
and reputable industry
association that has paved
the way for management
rights to prosper.
“The privately-funded
actions of the ‘association’
to develop positive relations
with government mean that
we are now in the enviable
position of having a seat at
the table of policy and the
ability to examine, consult
and positively influence the
outcomes of legislative reviews

some 20 years later, to ensure
that reforms continue to be
favourable to the responsible
development of the industry.”
Rawnsley said ARAMA has
undertaken a comprehensive
review and modernisation of
the association’s constitution
to better align with its national
and state responsibilities as the
industry develops and grows.
“The fact that governments
have legislatively recognised
the management rights
industry as an integral part
of the high density living
management structure (of
the strata and community
title industry) continues to

provide opportunities for
ARAMA to underpin the
professional development and
culture of those working in the
management rights industry,
and their responsibilities
and commitments to
owners and occupiers of
complexes,” he said.
As a regulated industry,
management rights exist in
a diverse range of long-stay
and short-stay residential
complexes in strata and
community title properties.
Australia now has
approximately 218,000 schemes,
3,300 of which are recognised
as ‘managed’ complexes.

The value of
management rights
ARAMA exists to represent
members and the industry
as a whole, championing
management rights as the most
effective method of serving the
interests of all stakeholders.
“Onsite management rights
models operating in strata and
community title properties
are understood to offer
owners numerous advantages,
including higher rental
yields and lower caretaking
and facility management
costs,” adds Rawnsley.

Partnering with people to build, buy
and sell great MLR businesses
Assignment and Induction Training
Business Consultancy
Dispute Prevention/Resolution
Agreement Top Up and Extension
Buyers Agent

Trusted
MR Broker
& Advisor

Strong
supporter
of ARAMA

Greg Jorgensen

0407 721 335
Contact Mike O’Farrell
m: +61 (0) 418 193 708 e: mikeof@mlrservices.com.au

We live by our process.
Holmans. Accountants to the accommodation industry.
Valuable services we provide at Holmans include:

• Financial due diligence • Business structuring advice • Budgeting & business planning
• Cash flow & profit and loss predictions • Settlement procedures & checklists
• Asset protection advice • Accounting, taxation & trust audits • Sale of business statements
Holmans are registered as one of the leading accommodation
advisory firms in Queensland.

greg@mrbrokers.com.au
mrbrokers.com.au

Holmans are proud to
support and be a
member of ARAMA
and look forward to
seeing the Association
grow from strength
to strength

Who have you entrusted to look after your financial future?
0414 228 697 | trossiter@holmans.com.au | holmans.com.au
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What is the
management
rights model?
Driven by tourism growth and the increasing lifestyle trend of Australians shifting to modern community living
environments, management rights will continue to be a lucrative growth industry for many years to come.
Around 38,000 people
stay in resident managed
accommodation in Australia
daily and there is a thriving
industry underpinning everything
from the upkeep of properties
to guest satisfaction.
Management rights is a business
that gives the right to the
owner of a lot, contained within
a community title complex,

to fulfil the role of an on-site
caretaker and to operate an
on-site letting business (of units
within the complex) on behalf
of non-resident owners. It is a
model most suited to community
title schemes (CTS), which
currently house 40 percent of
Australians – a number expected
to rise to 65 percent by 2050.
Many of these complexes are

Talk to someone
who understands
your business.
Natasha Gray
Management Rights Specialist Gold Coast
0459 840 305
Amanda Norling
Management Rights Specialist Brisbane
0459 800 461

managed by a resident manager,
who plays an important role in
serving the interests of various
stakeholders including unit
owners, bodies corporate, tenants
and guests. Not only are they
providing caretaking services
for the body corporate, they also
have a commercial responsibility
managing investments on
behalf of lot owners.
Their role is often described as
‘resident unit manager’, ‘caretaker’
or ‘building manager’, however
these terms fail to embrace
the work and responsibility
involved and the benefits that the
resident manager brings to the
scheme and its stakeholders.
Resident managers are
responsible for far more than
caretaking and attending to
building matters – they are
accountable to strict legislative
requirements and report
regularly to their clients.
Each unit owner, including the
resident manager, has made an

investment in the scheme and
success for both depends on
the marketing efficacy and
their commitment to drive
repeat business and word-ofmouth recommendations.
The resident manager therefore
has an obvious interest in the
building’s presentation and overall
‘street appeal’ as it influences
their ability to market the
property. Presentation, facilities
and location in relation to other
activities and attractions are
all key contributing factors for
prospective guests and tenants in
their search for accommodation.
It truly is a 24-hour, seven-day
per week commitment by the
resident manager involving
everything from maintaining
lawns and gardens, water plant
facilities, barbeques and other
outdoor areas to the general
cleaning and running repair of
areas such as foyers, stairwells,
garbage bins and windows
and doors in common areas.

Steve Austin
Management Rights Specialist Sunshine Coast
0408 776 067
Richard Smith
Management Rights Specialist North Queensland
0407 632 612

Your Management Rights Specialist covering
both the Australian & Asian Communities!
David Jiang, M | 0481 500 278
davidjianghui@nextrealty.com.au
For more information please call NEXT’s
team or visit...

Suncorp-Metway Ltd ABN 66 010 831 722 AFSL No. 229882 (“Suncorp Bank”) 22527
22527 25/01/19 A
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While undertaking these
tasks they must also meet the
requirements of the Workplace
Health and Safety Act and
the relevant state equivalent
to the Body Corporate and
Community Management Act.

properties, living conditions
and investments. Ownership of
strata and community property
brings with it responsibilities
that are more extensive than
living in a free-standing house.
The environment isn’t suitable
for everyone as there is a
continual need to work with and
respect other stakeholders who
share a role in the complex.

The caretaking function may
be a ‘do it all’ contract or it may
involve supervising employees
or contractors appointed
by the body corporate.
Commonly, the resident
manager also monitors,
enforces and reports on
possible by-law breaches on
behalf of the committee.
They are also licensed to act
as an on-site letting agent for
investor owners who choose to
appoint them, however these
activities are quite separate from
their caretaking arrangement
with the body corporate.
The nature of a resident manager
being on site and available 24/7
means they can act swiftly on
guest requirements, repairs and
maintenance issues, keeping
costs to a minimum as they can
usually address them directly.

Key benefits of a
resident manager
Research undertaken by Griffith
University into satisfaction
levels with various management
models found that unit
owners favoured complexes
with a resident manager.
More than 85 percent of survey
respondents strongly agreed that
onsite caretakers are proactive in
ensuring high amenity levels of
the complex, as their income is
dependent on return customers.
They also said resident
managers can immediately
attend to issues, even on
weekends or late at night.

“A resident manager adds to
the customer experience by
being available for 24-hour
assistance and offering first-hand
knowledge of the complex and
surrounding areas, effectively
increasing the customer
return rate and resulting in
higher occupancy rates,” said
ARAMA CEO Trevor Rawnsley.
“They are available to act on any
guest requirements, repairs and
maintenance issues, and the cost
is kept to a minimum as these
issues are usually addressed on
site rather than being outsourced
to a contractor and incurring
those additional costs.”
When asked to estimate the
value resident managers directly
added to lot owners, 61 percent
of survey respondents estimated
up to $500 per lot per month
could be saved for short-term
rentals while 26 percent said up
to $1000 could be saved with
an on-site resident manager.

Understanding the
complexities of
management rights

challenges of the management
rights industry, the skills
and experience of resident
managers must also address
these changing demands.
Ongoing industry education
is vital for all participants in
management rights. Too many
unit owners are unaware of the
complexities of the strata and
community title legislation and
the government has recognised
that there is an ongoing need
for all parties to understand and
feel comfortable with the laws
and regulations controlling their

In Queensland over $150m
is collectively remitted each
year in the form of state
government stamp taxes duty
alone. Nationally the industry
employees over 11,000 workers.
The management rights industry
continues to play an important
commercial role in the diversity of
managing the day-to-day growth
and issues of density living. It will
continue to be an integral and
driving force in ensuring that the
growth of community living in
Australia is responsibly managed
by a group of experienced
people with a distinguished
history of industry growth
and commitment, focused on
delivering outcomes for the
benefit of all stakeholders.

The Management
Rights Lawyers
BUYING/SELLING ASSISTANCE

As various state legislation
addresses the emerging
OFF THE PLAN IMPLEMENTATION

RENEWAL STRATEGY

Chartered Accountants & Business Advisors

DISPUTE RESOLUTION

Specialist advisors to the
accommodation sector and
strong supporters of ARAMA
since its inception in 1991.
Peter Brewer

John Mahoney, a life member of ARAMA,
and the team at Mahoneys are proud
supporters of ARAMA.

Peter Brewer
07 544 9992, peter@pbbconsult.com.au

www.pbbconsult.com.au
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Recognising star

industry operators

In an effort to target
outstanding performers,
the best in the
management rights
industry were recognised
by their peers for the first
time in 2019 at ARAMA’s
inaugural TOP Awards
event in Brisbane.

Michael Mitchell from Moda
Melton in Nundah, Brisbane
won the Long-Stay category.

More than 200 industry
participants attended the
event to celebrate the variety
of stakeholders instrumental
to the strength and success
of the management rights
industry that generates over
$55.5 billion to the Australian
economy annually.

“We had a successful building
before this and thought
Ivory Palms, which was
underperforming when we
bought it, would be a great
challenge for us,” said Mr Hussin.

The event recognised resident
managers in short- and long-stay
accommodation properties and
also sales brokers and service
providers who provide important
support services to the industry.
Husband and wife duo
Geoff and Tamara Hussin
from Ivory Palms Resort in
Noosaville, Sunshine Coast
took out the first of the two
top gongs, Resident Manager
of the Year Award for Short
Stay Accommodation, while

10

Managing a resort with a
short-stay letting pool of 93
apartments in Noosa, Geoff
and Tamara Hussin increased
occupancy by 95 percent since
taking over the management
rights business seven years ago.

“We met with members of the
body corporate committee and
got along really well with them
and this relationship has been so
important to what we have been
able to achieve with the resort.”
“With owners trusting us to
manage their units, we have had
the confidence to invest our
hard-earned money back into
promoting Ivory Palms Resort
to visitors and subsequently
increasing occupancy and
returns by a big margin.”
Mr Hussin said boosting the
performance of the resort
has meant embracing new

marketing strategies. “We were
one of the first management
rights businesses to embrace
Airbnb, and to allow our
owners to compete with other
local properties listed on the
booking site. Our focus is on
ensuring these guests have a
wonderful stay and become
direct bookings in the future.”
“Of course, none of this would be
possible without our dedicated
staff who offer a wonderful
experience for guests.”
Long stay award recipient Mr
Mitchell, who operates a 78-unit
complex in Brisbane’s northeast said he hoped to use the
award to highlight the diverse
opportunities on offer in the
management rights industry.
“I often tell people that
management rights is the best
kept secret because there
isn’t too much out there that
matches the lifestyle and
income that it affords,” he said.
“There are a lot of young people
in good careers who can
access finance and buy these
types of businesses and build
a lifestyle where they get to
look after their own home and

have some flexibility.” With
prior experience as an assistant
property manager as well as
a landscaper, Mr Mitchell said
he had strong foundation
skills before buying into the
business just three years ago.
“I’ve had a mixed career
background that included
the opportunity to work as an
assistant property manager and
gain an understanding of how
the industry works. Now I’m
managing 33 rental properties
within the complex as well as
an external rent roll which is
a big growth area for me.”
Alex Cook from Resort Brokers
and Tony Johnson from
MR Sales were also named
Sales Brokers of the Year and
John Mahoney from legal
firm Mahoneys was named
Service Provider of the Year.
AccomProperties and EBM
Insurance kindly sponsored
the award categories with
each winner walking away
with a $5000 prize.
ARAMA CEO Trevor
Rawnsley said the awards
initiative highlighted the
professional skills, experience
ResortNews | February 2020

and opportunities within
the management rights
industry as well as its
economic significance.
“The industry employs a
significant number of people
who either operate management
rights directly or are associated
with it and it continues to
grow as more Australians
live in community title
schemes,” Mr Rawnsley said.
“Management rights is the
most effective method of
serving the interests of unit
owners, body corporates,

tenants and guests and we
exist to represent members
and the industry as a whole.
“The ARAMA Top Awards is an
important step in acknowledging
the individual leaders
contributing to the strength
and success of the industry.”
“Our inaugural resident
managers of the year have
demonstrated the highest
professional standards of
management rights operators
and we hope more people are
encouraged by their success to
participate in the industry.”

Integrity. Trust. Honesty.
That’s what we’re about.

Management Rights

Motels

Property

Accommodation & Hospitality
Contact us today on 07 3221 9149
spranklinlegal.com.au
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Industry outlook:
Challenges and opportunities
As tourism continues to
flourish and more and
more Australians opt
for high-density living
as a preferred lifestyle
choice, ARAMA has a
significant role to play
in the development
of the property and
accommodation industry.

management, customer service
and communication skills.

The $55 billion strata industry
presents enormous opportunities
and potential, however there
are also inherent challenges
facing management rights
operators that can’t be ignored.

They have wide-ranging
responsibilities and obligations
to owners, residents and other
stakeholders and their role
underlies more than 230 federal
and state acts and regulations.

In today’s era, resident managers
are required to have a broad
and robust knowledge of
everything from legislation and
compliance requirements, to
administration and property

While it can be difficult keeping
abreast of legislative reforms
and changes to local council
property law, other challenging
trends continue to emerge such
as the increasing dominance

the industry as it continues
to grow and diversify.

of online travel agents (OTAs)
and the rise of digital disruptors
such as Airbnb and Stayz.

“Over the past 27 years ARAMA
has prepared numerous
submissions and achieved
important outcomes for the
industry, however ongoing review
and the involvement of members
and their practical understanding
of the operational process is a
vital element to the development
of good workable legislation.

Throughout these developments,
ARAMA continues to work
with all levels of government
and key stakeholders in the
accommodation and tourism
sectors to ensure the long-term
protection and success of the
management rights industry.

“Our greatest challenge and
therefore opportunity is to remain
relevant and continue to play a
positive role with all stakeholders,
particularly members, making
sure they continue to be
informed and involved in reform
consultations and submissions.”

ARAMA CEO Trevor Rawnsley
said the association is critically
important in representing

The landmark review of the
Body Corporate and Community
Act 1997 for community title

Management
Rights Specialists
QLD - NSW - VIC - WA

Our trusted team of legal experts,
led by Col Myers draws on over
30 years experience to get you
the best possible outcome.
Contact us today to find out
how we can assist you.

HONESTY
PROFESSIONALISM
INTEGRITY
YOUR SUNSHINE COAST SPECIALISTS
For all things MANAGEMENT RIGHTS,
please contact Barry or Matt TODAY.
“We are proud supporters of ARAMA”

P: +61(0)7 5552 6666
M: +61(0)417 620 516
E: cmyers@smh.net.au
W: smhmanagementrightslawyer.net.au

Proud supporter of ARAMA

Barry Davies
0438 554 995

Matt Campbell
0410 343 219
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schemes is one example
of ARAMA’s importance in
representing resident managers
and addressing major operational
issues and concerns.

“It is also ideal as a refresher
course for experienced resident
managers and suppliers, service
providers and professionals
who want to update their
knowledge and learn about
the latest developments,
trends and innovations in the
management rights industry.”

“In addition to discriminatory
behaviour and equal voting
rights, recommendations also
addressed issues including onsite
parking and its ramifications,
the position of pets in density
living complexes, the issue
of smoking and questions
concerning parties and
overcrowding,” said Rawnsley.
“ARAMA has a strong and
talented panel of legal
professionals who assist in our
deliberations, we continue to
have significant support from
key stakeholders at all levels of
property industry, and we enjoy
a proven track record of good
relations with government.”
“As the original disrupters of
the short-stay accommodation
industry, management rights
demonstrate an effective solution
to the perceived problems within
strata community schemes
and with that comes a vast
amount of valuable experience
to aid in policy decisionmaking,” added Rawnsley.

Education and personal
development are areas
ARAMA identifies as critically
important for management
rights to thrive into the future.

abilities and qualifications of
participants in the industry and our programs adapt with
industry requirements.”
In 2018 ARAMA developed a
‘first of its kind’ Management
Rights Industry Training Program
(MRITP) designed specifically
for people entering the industry
as operators for the first time.

“With many of our members
‘mum-and-dad’ or independent
operators, we have long
fostered a ‘members helping
members’ commitment, but
in a sophisticated industry
faced with tremendous growth
and such a high profile, there
is a genuine need for a focus
on education and personal
development,” said Rawnsley.

“This program offers newcomers
an insightful introduction to
management rights with a wealth
of information from insights into
the legal landscape, managing
stakeholder relationships and
financial management and
compliance,” said Rawnsley.

“We continue to do all that
we can to lift the skills,

Rawnsley adds that Queensland
licensees will soon join the rest
of Australia in being required to
undertake compulsory training
and development in order
to maintain their licence.
“ARAMA has been at the
forefront of designing these rules
and will be perfectly positioned
to deliver this training directly
to members in a relevant and
cost-effective way,” he said.
“This year we will also launch
a new MRITP “To the Max”
enabling experienced and
established operators to take
a deep dive into the industry.
This presents the opportunity
for ongoing professional
development – something that
is an essential ingredient for
success and will soon become
an ongoing requirement.”

Are you prepared to roll the dice?
Or instead, play it safe with the leader in
Management Rights insurance, EBM.

•

Public Liability

•
•
•
•

Statutory Liability

Flood Legal offers all the experience & expertise
of a big firm while delivering accessible,
personal & affordable service that comes with
dealing with a small firm.

Landlords
Loss of Fee Income
Office Contents

• Buying and Selling
• New Agreements or Variations
• General Advice
• All at Fixed Fees

Loss of Money
Professional Indemnity
Home Contents
Legal Expenses
Tax Audit
Discount for ARAMA members

Call 1300 467 873
or visit www.ebm.com.au
ABN 31 009 179 640 | AFSLN 246986 | Est 1975
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Management Rights

Proud to be a supporting
member of ARAMA.
Call Sharon Flood
0459 070 871 or 02 6674 5118
Email sharon.flood@floodlegal.com.au
www.floodlegal.com.au
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ARAMA:
Industry representation

Contributing $55.5 billion
to the Australian economy
annually, the management
rights industry is far more
diverse and complex than it
was 50 years ago. However,
just like the group of
enterprising flat and motel
owners that formed the
AOA and encouraged a
national airline to launch
a package deal all those
years ago, the beauty and
strength of the industry
has always been its unity.
As the peak body for the
management rights industry,
ARAMA has successfully
navigated numerous challenges
over the years. Even when
tourism is strong, rentals are
up, interest rates are low and
the sector appears to be going
from strength to strength, the
industry has a fight on its hands.
Whether it’s the threat of
competition from outside
agents or facility management
companies, emerging digital
disruptors like Airbnb and Stayz,
or local zoning laws proposing
bans on short-stay letting, new
governments, ministers and
bureaucrats will always be
provoked by interest groups with
self-serving agendas to curtail the
business of management rights.
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Strength in numbers
ARAMA has played a critically
important role over a long history
representing, protecting and
promoting management rights
as the most effective method
of serving the interests of unit
owners, bodies corporate,
tourists and tenants.
“With the ongoing participation
and backing of members and
volunteers alike, we continue
to lobby, consult and negotiate
on behalf of the sector,” said
ARAMA CEO Trevor Rawnsley.
“We are grateful to be consulted
by various government legislators
and policy writers on proposed
legislative changes before they are
made public because they know
we offer a positive and balanced
contribution and an interest to
help create better governance.
“This is a huge benefit for members
because their voice can be heard
and listened to. However, having
influence at the top level is a
numbers game - governments
respond to numbers and the
more members we have, the more
representative power we have.”
ARAMA also regularly supports
members fighting battles that
may affect the industry generally,
funding the litigation costs where
necessary and providing support.
“It is critical that the people
and organisations that operate

in this industry support the
association with membership so
that we can continue to act on
their behalf,” added Rawnsley.

management rights business
to another Class 1 licensee.
•

Short term residential
accommodation (STRA)
businesses in strata title
schemes otherwise known
as apartment hotels have
been carved out of the
new laws relating to STRA
reforms which are designed
to curb the growth of Airbnb
and other disruptors.

•

ARAMA named as a preapproved association which
is authorised to deliver
certain components of the
continuing professional
development requirement
for licensees in NSW. All
other non-government
organisations including
RTO`s will be required
to make application and
be approved. There will
be a limit on the number
of approvals granted.

“This includes service providers
who make their living (or a
substantial part of it) from the
management rights industry,
as those who don’t support
ARAMA by being members
leave the burden of protecting
it to the paid-up members.”

Key ARAMA
achievements
ARAMA has established
significant credibility over
many years of well-planned and
well-presented submissions to
government departments and
ministers, demonstrating a solid
understanding of the issues
and a willingness to negotiate
fair and balanced outcomes.
Here are just some of
ARAMA’s achievements in
relation to legislative reform
over the past few years.
New South Wales
•

Submission to exempt
onsite residential property
managers (OSRPM) from
the requirement to obtain
three years’ work experience
before operating a trust
account as part of new
licensing laws. Without this
exemption, a vendor would
only be able to sell their

Queensland
•

The break-up of PAMDA
which brought about
the birth of the Property
Occupations Act in
Queensland, is something
that simply would not have
happened the way it did
without the association’s
involvement. Extensive
lobbying for resident
letting agents’ licensees
included the removal of
the requirement to live
ResortNews | February 2020

onsite, a more efficient and
user-friendly assignment
process, the removal of caps
on commissions and the
capacity to have a license for
multiple buildings wherever
they might be located.
•

Ensuring that the transfer
fee is based on the period as
resident manager, capped
at 1 percent or 2 percent for
the first two years and zero
percent, thereafter, saving
tens of thousands of dollars
on the sale transaction.

Other key achievements in
recent years include:
•

•

Providing financial support
for the Victorian Court of
Appeal action against a
manager over the use of a
Class 2 building for shortterm letting, probably one
of the most important
victories for our industry
in the past decade.
Clarify the treatment of
GST on both short and
long stay rentals that
has effectively saved an
operator over $380,000 in
back taxes and avoided
major impact on industry.

Member engagement
Another key function of ARAMA
is to facilitate various events
throughout the year to provide
an environment for collaboration
and information exchange. These
include regional meetings, trade
shows and social events for
interaction between members
and affiliates on various topics.
The association also offers a
dedicated membership services
manager, an interactive website,
resource hub and help line,
as well as comprehensive
education and training courses.
“ARAMA has established a training
network with industry providers to
establish the basis of developing
continuing education programs
to ensure that the members
deliver best practice services to
meet the needs of the various
stakeholders,” said Rawnsley.
“Those involved in the
management rights industry are
encouraged to do their bit by
becoming an ARAMA member
and/or volunteer. We have
all invested in management
rights and so have a significant
interest in participating in
how the industry grows.”

Buying oror
Selling
Buying
Selling
Renewing or Reviewing
Renewing or Reviewing
Negotiation & Dispute Resolution
Negotiation
& Dispute Resolution

Buying or Selling
We Renewing
are recognised
experts in our
or Legal
Reviewing
Michael Kleinschmidt,
Practitioner Director
field, always
outcomes
focused
Negotiation
& Dispute
Resolution
PH: 07 5406 1280
info@stratumlegal.com.au
and offer flexible fee options.
MICHAEL KLEINSCHMIDT
LEGAL PRACTITIONER DIRECTOR

Michael
Ph 07Kleinschmidt,
5406 1280 Legal Practitioner Director
PH:
07 5406 1280 info@stratumlegal.com.au
E info@stratumlegal.com.au

AUSTRALIA’S
LEADING MANAGMENT
RIGHTS BROKER

Proud to support ARAMA for all the work they
do protecting the Management Rights Industry
Brisbane
Level 4,
97 Creek St, Brisbane
07 3002 2699

Gold Coast
Level 3,
Southport Central 3,
9 Lawson St, Southport

Smiljan Jankovic: smiljanj@archergowland.com.au
www.archergowland.com.au
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Thinking of Buying or Selling?
Phone: 1300 928 556
Email: sales@mrsales.com.au
www.mrsales.com.au
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What industry leaders say
about ARAMA’s importance
While many in the management rights industry
might see ARAMA membership as the opportunity
to network with peers or receive industry updates,
the association delivers a schedule of education and
training events and also undertakes a raft of work
‘behind the scenes’ that most are simply unaware of.
We asked a selection of key stakeholders in the management rights
industry about ARAMA’s significance and why membership is an
important tool for operators of management rights business and
those who have built a business around servicing the industry.

What do you see as the critical reasons
for ARAMA’s existence?
“The management rights industry needs a single
voice of reason to protect it. No one else will. We
all see what happens to fragmented industries
– they can get run over by any number of
things, not the last of which is regulatory
change. If ARAMA is not at the table, then the
management rights industry has no protection
from those who would seek to change it.”
Frank Higginson, Hynes Legal
“ARAMA provides a forum to protect, grow and
educate the industry and provide access to likeminded professionals and organisations that
have considerable experience and want to add
value to the industry. Additionally, as a collective
group we have a voice with Government that
is heard and without ARAMA that voice is
insignificant in the context of politics. ARAMA is
very much an insurance policy for our industry.”
Michael Philpott, MR Sales
“Although not appreciated by many, the most critical
(and most successful) role that ARAMA plays,
and historically the reason why ARAMA exists, is
to represent the management rights industry in
dealings with the government in statutory review
and enforcement and, where appropriate, in the
Courts. The other critical reason for its existence is
to educate and inform participants in the industry.”
John Mahoney, Mahoneys
“ARAMA has many roles to carry out for the
management rights operators in Australia
and particularly Queensland. One area is
monitoring and providing input over the
various government activities in regulating
all areas of development and conduct of
management rights - this is particularly important
in view of the various state governments having
separate legislation. Another important role is
promoting good and responsible activity by management rights
operators so that standards are maintained to keep the industry
protected and held in high regard, politically and commercially.”
John Punch, Short Punch & Greatorix Lawyers
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What has been one of the biggest achievements
of ARAMA in the context of your profession and
the people you support in management rights?
“The protection from undue or untoward legislative change. The issue
for many is that they do not see what goes on behind the scenes to
protect the industry. I have been at the table in those sessions and
know what is being asked for, and how is it addressed. The issue then
is that ARAMA has protected the industry but maintaining the status
quo might not be seen by some as success. I can assure them it is,
because the alternatives are far less palatable.” – Frank Higginson
“ARAMA has been the industry voice that has kept the industry
alive and continued to thrive, lifting the level of professionalism
along the way. ARAMA also protects the industry from discussions
over building classifications that have the ability to close a
number of management rights if they were to change through to
the ability for financial institutions to lend monies to purchasers,
an essential element of the foundation of management rights
through the Gallery Vie issues of the past.” – Michael Philpott
“The biggest achievement of ARAMA has been the status and credibility
it has established for itself and the management rights industry such
that it has had a genuine influence on the formulation of the laws
governing the industry. If it were not for ARAMA management rights
and management rights owners would not enjoy the success they do
today. Another significant achievement for ARAMA was its funding of the
successful Court of Appeal litigation in the Rocks Resort case. It is no
exaggeration to say that had that case not been won the consequences
for the industry would have been catastrophic.” – John Mahoney
“Active involvement in the establishment of laws to give a
solid foundation for those operating management rights
or investing in their ownership.” – John Punch
ResortNews | February 2020

Why should industry participants
become members of ARAMA?
“With membership numbers comes bargaining position and influence.
But the thing that gets me the most about people that own management
rights not being members is that they more than likely have their
life savings tied up in these businesses and the membership fee for
ARAMA is a very small price to pay as a form of insurance to make
sure that their investment is protected.” – Frank Higginson
“To be part of a like-minded organisation that assists members to grow,
adds value in all sectors, enables a form of industry education and
provides a level of protection for the industry. ARAMA is essential to the
long-term protection and survival of the industry and is very much a cheap
insurance policy for every member’s investment in the management
rights sector. Additionally, ARAMA unites, educates and focuses the
industry in times of growth, development and need for the greater good
of the members and the industry as a whole.” – Michael Philpott
“The management rights industry constantly faces strong opposition
from minority, but very vocal, interest groups. Without the support of
members, financial and personal, our opponents will succeed in their
efforts to have the government change legislation causing disruption
and damage to the management rights industry. If managers genuinely
care about their business and the industry they are in, they simply have
to be members of ARAMA so that it has the resources to continue
its role in defeating this opposition and representing the industry
at all levels of government. In addition, the education and training
opportunities that membership bring are enormous.” – John Mahoney

ABMA Building Compliance
Accreditation Agency Limited is a
not-for-profit community platform
incorporated to support regulatory
compliance for residential & mixed-use
commercial strata schemes in every
state & territory of Australia.

2020 Continuing Professional Development Series
For growth-oriented professionals seeking to deliver
the highest standard of Caretaking and Facilities
Management services, continue your competency
journey and gain Accreditation with the ABMA – the
only building management accreditation agency in
Australia. 2020 short-courses available include: * Regulatory Compliance via Self-Assessment
* WHS Compliance Management
* Intro to the Facilities Management Plan
* Project Management of Capital Works
* ABMA Code Utilisation & BCCMA Code of Conduct
* Intro to the Asbestos Management Plan

TM

ABMA

Accredited
Industry
Practitioner
2020

* Soft Services Standards [cleaning & gardening]
* Intro to Building Management Standards & Compliance Assessment
* Managing a Defective Building Work claim
* Preparing an Asset Register & Maintenance Calendar
* Fire Compliance for Class 2-9 buildings
* Body Corp Acronyms & BCCMA Basics for Caretakers

“Our firm particularly encourages all of our clients - both new-comers to
the industry and existing operators - to become and continue as ARAMA
members, because of the need for strength of numbers and financial
support to the many aspects of the industry. We help with presentations
at many meetings of ARAMA and government actions and providing
background support on all membership benefits.” – John Punch

1800 123 262

accreditation@abma.org.au

www.abma.org.au
A.C.N. 637 319 987

Manage your Caretaking and Building Management.

- Work Order Management

Community Engagement SMS / Email Broadcast -

- Monthly Reporting
- Inspections

Preventative Maintenance -

- Compliance

Contractor Management -

Only $2 per apartment per month.
Sold directly to your body corporate at no cost to you.

MYBOS.COM
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NOW CONNECTING WITH...

DIRECT ACCESS TO...

Unit Rentals Unlimited Listings

(Additional Fees: Realestate.com.au $20 inc GST per rental listing)

Unlimited Sales & Rental Listings

(Additional Fees: Realestate.com.au, $120 inc GST per unit sales listing, $20
inc GST per rental listing)

$770
P. A. Inc GST.

NORMALLY
$1,100 P.A.

JOIN THE 60+ FAMILY OF
RESIDENT MANAGERS
ALREADY BENEFITING
FROM ACCOMPROPERTIES
MEMBER FEEDBACK
News that ARAMA members had free access to
AccomProperties listing service arrived just as
one of my units came up for lease, so I gave it a
try. The site is easy to navigate, and I had my ad
ready to go in 20 minutes, complete with photos
and floor plans. I needed a little help getting it
live, and a call to customer service sorted me out
very quickly. My previous service took 24 hours
to hit realestate.com, but with AccomProperties
my add was up in 20 minutes, and any edits were
uploaded equally quickly. I had three referrals in
the first hour, and the property was leased within
48 hours. Result!

Found the site easy to navigate and look forward to working
with you guys next year.

Glenys Higgs, Resident Manager,
No. 1 Newstead Avenue, Brisbane

Mei-Chu Wang, Resident Manager,
Enoggera Manors, Brisbane

Colin & Jean Sheather, Resident Managers,
Marion Hall, Gold Coast
One of the benefits of being members of ARAMA is utilising
their affiliates such as AccomProperties. They are economical
and very supportive in the setup stage and follow on service.
The platform is straight forward and easy to use. We have
successfully leased properties through AccomProperties as an
advertising platform.
Rabih & Christina Assaf, Resident Managers,
Village Circle, Brisbane
Having joined AccomProperties in October 2019, I have found
the portal to be very efficient and easy to use. Listings are
automatically uploaded to REA and Domain instantly. The cost
is very competitive compared to other agencies and IT support
is always available should I need it.

REGISTER ONLINE TODAY!
www.accomproperties.com.au

Phone: 07 5440 5322

mail@accomproperties.com.au

INDUSTRY PARTNERS

ARAMA recognises the very practical assistance that our industry partners provide for our industry, our
association and our members. We ask that you fully support our industry partners and supporters in a show of
appreciation for their support to us. ARAMA is also grateful for the ongoing support and encouragement of
our valuable members, all of whom are helping to protect their business by investing in the continued
success of the management rights industry. The future looks bright for ARAMA and we are really looking
forward to the future for the management rights industry.

Membership enquiries phone: 1300 ARAMA Q
Email: national@arama.com.au Website: www.arama.com.au

